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Introduction

- Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) is among the 10 most 

common cancers worldwide

- Approximately 10% of patients with HNSCC will be diagnosed with metastatic 

disease (1, 2)

- Around half will have disease recurrence

- The platinum-based doublet chemotherapy with cetuximab regimen has been the 

most widely-used therapy and considered standard of care (SoC) since 2007 (3, 4)

- The available options in second-line have delivered limited survival benefits (3)



Principles of systemic therapies



Mechanism of action



Study design
Phase III trial, randomly 1:1,   >18 years old,     PE  1 first- line 

The study was conducted at 156 sites globally

Stratified to: PD-L1 expression (V= SP263 AZ), tumor location, HPV and  smoking  status

Endpoints: 1° - OS       

2° - PFS, ORR, DoR and Safety

Doses

A- Durvalumab 10 mg/Kg q2w 

B- Durvalumab 20 mg/Kg plus Tremelimumab 1 mg/Kg q4w x4 → Durv. 10mg/Kg q2w

C- SoC single- agent (cetuximab,docetaxel, paclitaxel, methotrexate, 5-fluorouracil, TS-1, or

capecitabine)   

* dosed and administered according to local regulations



Study design





Median OS for durvalumab versus SoC



Median OS for durvalumab plus tremelimumab vs SoC



Duration of response for who responded to durvalumab vs SoC



Duration of response for who responded to durvalumab plus

tremelimumab vs SoC



Safety



Conclusions

- Not demonstrate a statistically significant survival benefit for immunotherapy over single-

agent SoC as second-line treatment of patients with HNSCC R / M

- Combining durvalumab with tremelimumab did not show improvement over durvalumab

activity

- Cross- trial comparison,12-month survival rates for all three were similar (durvalumab,   

37.0%; nivolumab, 36.0%; pembrolizumab,37.0%)

- There were examples of activity in favor of durvalumab, including complete responders and 

longer DoR vs SoC, suggesting that the benefit from durvalumab was more durable than from

SoC



- Unexpectedly high OS for the SoC arm with a median of 8.3 months.

- Patients who received an immunotherapy after discontinuation of treatment in the 

EAGLE study had longer OS

- Imbalances in characteristics between groups, specifically ECOG PS and patients 

with metastatic disease

- Crossover phenomenon of Kaplan- Meier OS curves

Discussion




